ORGANIC SEARCH SUCCESS STORY

Murray
Dodge
Yarmouth

You’re an expert in your business, we’re an expert in ours. Let us do what we excel at so that
you can spend more time getting back to your busy schedule.
Our team has decades of experience and spends each day learning new ways to stand out in the
competitive online market. With trackable results and a transparent approach, it just doesn’t
make sense to try and go at it alone. Let’s find out how Convertus’ Organic Search Solution
drastically improved this dealership’s SEO.

WHY IS ORGANIC
SEARCH IMPORTANT?

Organic Search, also known as SEO, is crucial to
improving your website’s position in local Google
searches. Without SEO, you risk your website ranking
past page 1 on Google for important model and
unbranded searches. 71% of Google searches result in a
page 1 Google Organic click. Page 2 only receives 5.59%.

OK, BUT WHY IS CONVERTUS
THE BEST CHOICE?

Keyword assignment ensures that pages on your
website are optimized for relevant and specific Google
searches. We categorize valuable searches that your
website isn’t ranking well for in Google, then we select
optimal keywords to optimize for each category

We follow Google’s recommended best practices
and avoid black-hat strategies that many
providers still mistakenly follow.
We couple this strategy with in-house content and
design specialists creating the best landing pages in
the industry for long-term ranking improvements.

WHAT IS KEYWORD
ASSIGNMENT?
We follow a ‘keyword assignment’ approach that
is based on recommendations from SEO thought
leaders, Google itself, and years of experience
optimizing dealership websites across Canada.

BUT HOW DOES THIS
TRANSLATE INTO CAR SALES?
The number of clicks your website receives for any
given search will drastically increase the closer you
are to the #1 result.

I LIKE THE SOUND OF THAT!
Us too! We emphasize quality over quantity.
Keywords are intent-based and therefore the focus is
not on the dealership name or brand as a whole, but
instead on terms that bring quality leads; all based on
recent Google data and search trends, coupled with
the latest in industry best practices.

Higher Rankings for common Google searches made by car shoppers = more sales opportunities!

HOW DID CONVERTUS
TURN THINGS AROUND?

We crafted custom meta descriptions, page titles and
on-page copy to drive the interest of viewers and to
increase the rate at which Murray Dodge Yarmouth
was selected in Google results by searchers.

OLD COPY

NEW COPY

The old website copy on Dealer.com compared to our newly custom writing on the site and the old homepage appearance in
Google compared to the new one created by our Organic team.

We also work on numerous off-site signals that
Google considers, including:

Google My Business
Unlinked mentions of your
dealership around the web
Local business directory listings

THE IMPACT?

In the first 5 months of Murray Dodge Yarmouth’s
Organic campaign:
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